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THE POLGAR WAY TO BETTER CHESS! Learn
Chess the Right Way is a five-volume chess puzzle
book series aimed at the novice, beginner and
intermediate level player, using the unique methods
of the award-winning coach and former world
champion Susan Polgar. It introduces the most
important checkmate and material-winning tactics,
as well as defensive techniques to the new chess
player. Each of the five volumes will consist of 500
puzzles. In Book 1, the focus is on one-move
checkmate exercises. In each of the first five
chapters, a specific piece delivers checkmate (in
Chapter 1 – the queen, Chapter 2 – the rook, and so
on). In Chapters 6-8, checkmates which involve
special tactics (such as pins, discovered attacks,
etc.) are introduced. Chapter 9 has a mixed
collection of puzzles, without any hint about which
piece is to deliver checkmate. Chapter 10 builds on
the previous 9 chapters, and introduces basic
patterns of checkmate in two moves. With over 40
years of experience as a world-class player and
coach, international grandmaster Susan Polgar has
developed the most effective way to help young
players and beginners – Learn Chess the Right Way.
Let her show you the way to understanding the most
common and critical patterns and let her show you
the way to becoming a better player. SUSAN
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POLGAR is a winner of four Women’s World
Championships and the top-ranked woman chess
player in the United States. She became the #1
woman player in the world at 15 and remained in the
top 3 for over 20 years. In 2013, she received the
U.S. Coach of the Year Award and the following
year, she was named the Chess Trainer of the Year
by the International Chess Federation (FIDE). She
thus became the first person in history to be
accorded both honors. Under her guidance, SPICE
chess teams at both Texas Tech University and
Webster University have won a combined five
consecutive National Division I Collegiate Chess
Championships.
An easy-to-understand guide to chess strategy -conceptual planning -- has always been the
amateur's dream. This book makes that dream a
reality. This comprehensive guide in dictionary form,
the first of its kind, makes all aspects of chess
strategy quick, easy, and painlessly accessible to
players of all degrees of strength. Each strategic
concept is listed alphabetically and followed by a
clear, easy-to-absorb explanation accompanied by
examples of how this strategy is used in practice.
Such great World Champions as Steinitz,
Capablanca, Petrosian, Fischer, and Karpov have
used these strategies in virtually all of their games.
Now you can arm yourself with their weapons. As
you incorporate these weapons into your own play,
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they will enrich your appreciation of the game and
lead you to one beautiful victory after another.
A chess grandmaster reveals the powerful teachings
this ancient game offers for staying present, thriving
in a complex world, and crafting a fulfilling life.
Refined and perfected through 1,500 years of human
history, chess has long been a touchstone for
shrewd tacticians and master strategists. But the
game is much more than just warfare in miniature.
Chess is also an ever-shifting puzzle to be solved, a
narrative to be written, and a task that demands
players create their own motivation from moment to
moment. In other words, as Grandmaster Jonathan
Rowson argues in this kaleidoscopic and inspiring
book, there are ways to see all of life reflected in
those 64 black and white squares. Taking us inside
the psychologically charged world of chess's global
elite, Rowson mines the game for its insights into
sustaining focus, quieting our inner saboteur, making
tough decisions, overcoming failure, and more. He
peels back the beguiling logic of chess to reveal the
timeless wisdom underneath. This exhilarating tour
ranges from learning how to love our mistakes to
considering why people are like trees; from the
mysteries of parenting to the beauty of technical
details, to the endgame of death. Throughout, chess
emerges as a powerful and accessible metaphor for
the thrills and setbacks that fill our daily lives with
meaning and beauty.
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For all levels of chess players, Chess For Dummies,
3rd Edition, brings readers an updated guide to the
wide world of chess. Offering easily-understood
explanations of the game and its components, this
book is a must have for those developing an interest
or looking for an extra edge in chess. Chess For
Dummies, 3rd Edition: Offers easily-understood
explanations of the game and its components
Provides introductory chapters and then introduces
readers to different perspectives on chess from
strategy and etiquette, to winning defensive and
offensive secrets Contains approximately 25% new
material, including updated chapters on computer
chess games, playing chess online, new tournament
rules and much more
With more than 400 illustrations, and detailed maps,
this immense and deeply researched account of the
history of chess covers not only the Persian and
Arab game familiar to most Westerners for the past
500 years, but also variants going back 1500 years
that are still being played in some parts of the world.
The evolution of strategic board games, especially in
India, China and Japan, is discussed in detail. The
many more recent chess variants (board sizes, new
pieces, 3-D etc.) are fully covered. Instructions for
play are provided, with historical context, for every
form of the game. Includes information about chess
history, chess variants, fairy chess, shogi, shatranj,
and xiangqi. “The definitive work for those who want
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to learn how not only the modern game of chess has
evolved, but its many variants which date back 1500
years and are still played in various parts of the
world”—IM John Donaldson
(JeremySilman.com)“Impressive account of the
history of chess.... Certainly one of the most
interesting reads on the history of
chess!”—Chessbook Reviews“A thoroughly
researched work that not only introduces a wide
variety of chess variants, but will act as a wonderful
and unique reference to the field of chess and game
history”—Mind’s Eye Press
The use of the queen, the active king, exchanges,
pawn play, the center, weak squares, more. Often
considered the most important book on strategy. 298
diagrams.
From GM to Top TenQuality Chess Uk Llp
____ *THE STRATEGIES BEHIND A SUCCESSFUL
LIFE FROM THE LEGENDARY GRANDMASTER AND
ADVISOR TO NETFLIX'S THE QUEEN'S GAMBIT,
NOW WITH A NEW FOREWORD* 'In this book, chess is
a teacher, and I aim to show it is a great one.' For over
twenty years, Garry Kasparov dominated the world of
chess. As the youngest ever undisputed World
Champion, known for confounding his opponents at
every move and breaking record after record, Kasparov
was asked the same question time and time again: what
makes a champion? Drawing on a wealth of revealing
and instructive stories, from the most intense moments
of his greatest games to the world-changing decisions of
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history's greatest strategists such as Winston Churchill
and Steve Jobs, Kasparov reveals the strategic ways of
thinking that always give a player - in the game of life as
well as chess - the edge. PRAISE FOR GARRY
KASPAROV 'I've never seen someone with such a feel
for dynamics in complex positions' - Magnus Carlsen,
World Chess Champion 'There is nothing in chess he
has been unable to deal with' - Vladimir Kramnik, Chess
Grandmaster 'Mr. Kasparov is not only one of the world's
smartest men, he is also among its bravest.' - Hillel
Neuer, executive director of UN Watch
The best way to become a champion chess player is by
playing over complete games. Manus's stories and
poetry are meant to lift you up between each game. After
all, only chess and chess only, makes a tired chess
player. Many of the things that the characters in the
chess stories do are gained from the experiences of
Manus's childhood in the neighborhoods of Boston. So
sit back, grab a board and the book and enjoy a tall tale,
a poem and exciting games. Here's a word from a grand
checker player, his late father, God bless him: He said,
"Manus, sharpen your gippy to avoid a bad turn." So, he
says the same to you. God bless and good chess.
The ChessCafe Puzzle Books! We are pleased to offer
excerpts from three of the most popular chess books
available today. They are The ChessCafe Puzzle Books
1 and 2 by German grandmaster Karsten Müller and
Book 3, also by Müller, and in cooperation with Dutch
international master Merijn van Delft. All three books are
available in both traditional, hard copy and electronic
editions. The original books are published in figurine
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algebraic notation, with Informant-style evaluation
symbols. For this Puzzle Sampler, we have converted
the notation to simple English algebraic and replaced the
Informant-style evaluation symbols with text. The
ChessCafe Puzzle Book 1 combines clear discussions of
tactical themes with over 600 well-chosen positions to
test, challenge and teach. Although the classic
combinations are not ignored, the great emphasis is on
positions from modern tournament practice of the last
decade. From CCPB1, four puzzles with different tactical
themes (please note that the actual numbering of the
puzzles has been changed for this Kindle edition). It is
Black to move in Puzzles 1 and 2, White to move and
Puzzles 3 and 4. Solutions are immediately after the four
puzzles. The ChessCafe Puzzle Book 2 takes on the
more difficult and less tangible aspect of positional play.
As most chess instructors and players know, it is much
more difficult to teach and learn strategic concepts than
tactics. The author not only presents puzzles to solve,
but also presents examples of different strategic ideas.
Here is an excerpt from the section about Outposts. One
of the most important skills a chessplayer needs is the
ability to defend a position that is under siege. In the third
volume in the highly acclaimed, best-selling ChessCafe
Puzzle Book series, international grandmaster Karsten
Müller, along with international master Merijn van Delft,
examines and expounds upon the vital defensive
concepts and techniques used to repulse enemy attacks.
From CCPB3, three puzzles with different themes
(please note that the actual numbering of the puzzles
has been changed for this Kindle edition). It is Black to
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move in all three puzzles. Solutions are immediately after
the three puzzles.
The Polgar Way to Better Chess! Learn Chess the Right
Way is a five-volume chess puzzle book series aimed at
the novice, beginner and intermediate level player, using
the unique methods of the award-winning coach and
former world champion Susan Polgar. It introduces the
most important checkmate and material-winning tactics,
as well as defensive techniques to the new chess player.
Each of the five volumes will consist of over 500 puzzles.
In Volume 3, you will be introduced to 500 must-know
defensive techniques. Each chapter will start with a few
introductory examples and explanation about to what to
look for in the puzzles that follow. In chapter 1, the task
is to move an attacked piece. In each puzzle, there is
only one good solution by moving the attacked piece to a
safe square. In chapter 2, one of the kings is in check.
The goal is to find the correct response. In chapter 3, a
piece is attacked, but has no good square to which to
move. So, rather than moving the attacked piece(s), you
will need to look for a way to protect it with another
piece. In chapter 4, we focus on defensive ideas against
a direct checkmate threat. In chapter 5, one side
“defends” by counter-attacking. In chapters 6 and 7, you
will be introduced to the game-saving techniques of
drawing by stalemate or perpetual check. In chapter 8,
the task is to catch a pawn that is about to promote. In
chapter 9, a certain piece is about to get “trapped.” The
task is to prepare for the attack and avoid material loss.
Finally, in chapter 10, you can practice solving a variety
of defensive ideas, with the goal to avoid or minimize
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material losses or being checkmated. With over 40 years
of experience as a world-class player and coach,
international grandmaster Susan Polgar has developed
the most effective way to help young players and
beginners – Learn Chess the Right Way. Let her show
you the way to understanding the most common and
critical patterns and let her show you the way to
becoming a better player.
With a foreword by Dr John Nunn, Grandmaster and four
times Olypic gold medallist 'The Mammoth Book of
Chess is a cracker . . . nobody will fail to find something
new here' British Chess Magazine WINNER OF THE
BRITISH CHESS FEDERATION BOOK OF THE YEAR
AWARD, 1997 Comprehensive, up to date and clear, this
latest edition of Graham Burgess's chess classic is an
invaluable guide to help even less experienced players
to progress to good club level and better. It offers a
complete guide to the main opening gambits along with
hundreds of test positions for players at every level.
Graham Burgess, FIDE Master, shows you all you need
to know, from entering the world of chess, through
Internet games, to major international tournaments.
Expanded sections on online chess, computers and
openings. A complete guide to all the main opening
gambits. Hundreds of test positions for players of all
standards. Courses in tactics and attacking strategy.
Analysis of some of the greatest games ever played.
Information and advice on club, national, and
international tournaments. Glossary of terminology.
Practical advice and information for further study.

A Most Fascinating Journey! It has long been
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recognized that there are only three major areas of
human endeavor which produce prodigies: music,
chess and mathematics. This does not occur by
happenstance. There are links on many levels. Now,
for the first time, Music and Chess – Apollo Meets
Caissa examines the yet unexplored relation of
chess to music. Mathematics is a main common
denominator, a fact that is highlighted accordingly.
The thesis of this extraordinarily researched book is
that chess is art in itself. It can create art and is
strongly related to mathematics and music. As
becomes clear, this relationship has already been
introduced by some legendary players such as
Mikhail Tal and Vladimir Kramnik . Great artists such
as John Cage, Marcel Duchamp and Arnold
Schönberg, to name but a few, have also been
fascinated by the very same idea. Surprisingly, this
has not been explored in detail so far – only some
sporadic articles exist, by authors specializing in
either music or chess. There are chapters that
address issues which are specialized in chess and
music, while others cover related issues of general,
social and artistic nature. Music and Chess – Apollo
Meets Caissa can be appreciated by readers who
have a good, general, though non-specific
background, in both fields. That is, no technical
knowledge of music is required, with the only
prerequisite to fully appreciate the text being the
understanding of standard chess rules. The text
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could be equally enlightening to students of music or
mathematics, as an added intellectual insight into
these two disciplines. The text is supplemented by
many chess diagrams, charts, and over 50 full-color
images. So, turn on the music, set up chessboard,
get out the calculator and let the author take you on
a most fascinating journey that is Music and Chess –
Apollo Meets Caissa.
Grandmaster Joel Benjamin introduces all seventeen
World Chess Champions and shows what is
important about their style of play and what you can
learn from them. He describes both their historical
significance and how they inspired his own
development as a player. Benjamin presents the
most instructive games of each champion. Magic
names such as Kasparov, Capablanca, Alekhine,
Botvinnik, Tal, and Karpov, they’re all there, up to
current World Champion Magnus Carlsen. How do
they open the game? How do they develop their
pieces? How do they conduct an attack or defend
when necessary? Benjamin explains, in words rather
than in chess symbols, what is important for your
own improvement. Two Americans are included in
this highly instructive manual, accessible to every
post-beginner. Of course the crystal-clear style of
Bobby Fischer, the 11th World Champion,
guarantees some very memorable lessons.
Additionally, Benjamin has included Paul Morphy.
The 19th century chess wizard from New Orleans
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never held an official title, but was clearly the best of
the world during his short but dazzling career.
Studying World Champion Chess for Juniors will
prove an extremely rewarding experience for
ambitious youngsters. Trainers and coaches will find
it worthwhile to include the book in their curriculum.
The author provides many suggestions for further
study.
Reading level for the text: teenagers and adults
(Assumes the reader already knows the rules) This
book has been carefully crafted for the raw beginner
who wants to win a chess game as soon as possible.
It's for the beginner who knows the rules but not
much else. Children, teenagers, and adults can
benefit from these lessons and the two chapters of
exercises: simple and advanced exercises at the end
of the book. This chess book is balanced in depth
and breadth, with lessons on how to checkmate your
opponent, gain a material advantage over another
beginner, promote a pawn to a queen, pin one of
your opponent's pieces, make a knight fork, avoid
becoming checkmated, and much more. It
emphasizes what a beginner most needs to know
and understand, as soon as possible. The approach
was organized by a professional nonfiction writer
who began teaching chess beginners in the 1960's.
He knows what the raw beginner most needs to
learn. Of the countless chess books which have
been published, very few appear to be carefully
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written for beginners, perhaps less than 10%. Of
those that seem to be for beginners, most are too
confusing and more appropriate for lower-ranked
tournament competitors. "Beat That Kid in Chess,"
however, is especially for early beginners. Consider
the advantages in this book: 1) Simple - It really is
for the early beginner 2) Concise - no chess history
or reciting the rules 3) Huge Diagrams - no
magnifying glass needed 4) Win-focused - quickly
learn to win a game 5) Two levels of exercises learn at your pace 6) Reviews - appropriate
repetition, as needed 7) Internal references - find
things quickly 8) Two indexes - general and
exercises 9) All three phases - opening, middle, end
game 10) Critical tactics - pin, knight fork, etc 11)
Checkmates explained - attack and defense 12)
Common pitfalls explained - avoid errors "Beat That
Kid in Chess" has another benefit over other chess
books for beginners. Being written by a professional
nonfiction writer gives advantages, including this:
Similar chess positions are shown, with slight
changes that make all the difference. This helps the
beginner avoid accidentally memorizing positions
and remembering particular tactics by general
appearances. This requires an explanation: Tactics
rule in chess, more than 90% of the time, with some
estimates being around 98% to 99%. General
principles, proclaimed in proper English, have limited
benefit to the raw beginner, who needs to see
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examples that illustrate the pin and the knight fork,
etc. But greatly-different positions, commonly shown
in almost all chess books, can allow a reader to
accidentally memorize general patterns that are not
relevant to those tactics. "Beat That Kid in Chess"
solves this problem, perhaps the only chess book
ever written that solves it. For example, Diagram-17
and Diagram-18 are almost the same (pages 27 &
28), but the pawns on the left are different. A white
bishop can capture a black knight, identical
possibilities in both positions, for those two pieces
are on the same squares. But in one position that
capture would be a great move and in the other it
would be a terrible blunder. This helps the reader to
learn to see the important details in each position.
Siegbert Tarrasch's "Three Hundred Chess Games"
is one of the most helpful and instructive chess
books ever published and the German edition is
famous worldwide. The original work, Dreihundert
Schachpartien, was initially intended to be a wellannotated record of three hundred of Grandmaster
Tarrash's best games, but it quickly became a
favorite textbook for chess teachers. This book is the
first English Language edition of a chess classic. It is
published in algebraic notation, the most popular
form of notation among modern chess players.
Chess players of all strengths can greatly increase
their understanding of the game by playing through
these three hundred games. Grandmaster Siegbert
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Tarrasch, one of the world's great chess teachers,
takes the combinational school of Paul Morphy and
the positional school of Wilhelm Steinitz and forms a
powerful and modern system of chess play. This
masterpiece was referred to as "One of the
monuments of our game..". by Grandmaster Reuben
Fine.
This exceptional book continues the unique project
where one of the greatest chess players of our time
transforms her personal journey to the top into a
roadmap for everyone who ever wanted to better
themselves in the game of chess. In this volume,
Judit tells the story of her rise from teenage
grandmaster to Top Ten superstar.
Improve your chess by studying the greatest games
of all time, from Adolf Anderssen's 'Immortal Game'
to Magnus Carlsen's world championship victories,
and featuring a foreword by five-times World
Champion Vishy Anand. This book is written by an
all-star team of authors. Wesley So is the reigning
Fischer Random World Champion, the 2017 US
Champion and the winner of the 2016 Grand Chess
Tour. Michael Adams has been the top British player
for the last quarter of a century and was a finalist in
the 2004 FIDE World Championship. Graham
Burgess is the author of thirty books, a former
champion of the Danish region of Funen, and holds
the world record for marathon blitz chess playing.
John Nunn is a three-time winner of both the World
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Solving Championship and the British Chess
Federation Book of the Year Award. John Emms is
an experienced chess coach and writer, who finished
equal first in the 1997 British Championship and was
chess columnist of the Young Telegraph. The 145
greatest chess games of all time, selected, analysed,
re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and
American experts and illustrated with over 1,100
chess diagrams. Join the authors in studying these
games, the cream of two centuries of international
chess, and develop your own chess-playing skills whatever your current standard. Instructive points at
the end of each game highlight the lessons to be
learned. First published in 1998, a second edition of
The Mammoth Book of the World's Greatest Chess
Games in 2004 included an additional twelve games.
Another new edition in 2010 included a further
thirteen games as well as some significant revisions
to the analysis and information regarding other
games in earlier editions of the book, facilitated by
the use of a variety of chess software. This 2021
edition, further updated and expanded, now includes
145 games. The authors have made full use of the
new generation of chess analysis engines that apply
neural-network based AI.
TACTICS, TRICKS AND TRAPS! For casual players and club
players. Every chess player loves to win early in the game
with a deadly combination or a cunning trap. On the other
hand, nobody wants to be tricked by his opponent before the
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game has really started. The chess opening is a minefield.
The popular series Tactics in the Chess Opening teaches
casual players and club players how to recognize
opportunities to attack early in the game. You will also learn
how to avoid standard pitfalls in the opening. This book
explains, in more than 230 carefully selected and annotated
games, all the tactical themes and typical traps of the main
lines in: -- the French Defence -- the Caro-Kann -- the Pirc -the Scandinavian Defence. After studying these brilliant
surprise attacks, or just enjoying them, the adventurous chess
player will win more games.
Winning Chess the Polgar Way! In A World Champion’s
Guide to Chess, Women’s World Champion Susan Polgar’s
exclusive training methods will have you playing winning
chess! Topics include Chess Essentials, Tactics, Strategy,
Pattern Recognition, Endgames, Chess Etiquette, Advice for
Parents & Coaches and much more! SUSAN POLGAR is a
winner of four Women’s World Championships and the topranked woman chess player in the United States. She
became the #1 woman player in the world at 15 and
remained in the top 3 for over 20 years. In 2013, she received
the U.S. Coach of the Year Award and the following year, she
was named the Chess Trainer of the Year by the International
Chess Federation (FIDE). She thus became the first person in
history to be accorded both honors. Under her guidance,
SPICE chess teams at both Texas Tech University and
Webster University have won a combined five consecutive
National Division I Collegiate Chess Championships. PAUL
TRUONG is winner of eleven national titles, a prolific chess
trainer, and award-winning chess author. He was also captain
and manager of the historic 2004 US Women’s Olympiad
team which won two gold and two silver medals, as well as
the coach of the five-time national champion SPICE chess
teams. [The following text will appear in online descriptions,
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along with the text above, but not on the back cover]: The
best-selling A World Champion’s Guide to Chess is available
again!!
The International Chess Federation or FIDE (from the French
Federation Internationale des Echecs) was founded in Paris
in 1924 but only from 1950 began to award international titles.
This book lists more than 18,000 players who received titles
from 1950 through 2016. Entries include (where available) the
player's full name, federation, date of birth, place of birth, date
of death, place of death, title and year of award and peak
rating (month and year), with references provided.
Three Moves Ahead shows how classic chess strategies
address the #1 problem of Information Age executives: how
to move quickly in the face of incalculable complexities and
unexpected change. This witty and novel guide, written for
non-players, is packed with scores of real-world examples
showing how top CEOs use Grandmaster techniques to win
on Wall Street. Readers will see how a "strong square"
strategy drove Adobe’s rise from niche player to industry
giant, as well as Western Union’s success through a hundred
years of technology changes. They’ll learn how AOL has
played a crucial "exchange sacrifice" to revive its fortunes,
and how Google is taking turf from Microsoft with a "minority
attack." Most importantly these days, they’ll find out "what to
do when you don't know what to do," and avoid the fate of
companies like Polaroid, Gateway, and our dearly departed
Ma Bell. "A fun ride from Apprentice to Business
Grandmaster. Grab it!"—Donald Trump Bob Rice (Short Hills,
NJ) was a long-time partner at Wall Street's prestigious
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley, and McCloy. He left to start a
software venture that was purchased by Viewpoint, a
NASDAQ company of which he later became CEO. He is
currently a Managing Partner of Tangent Capital, which
structures financial products for hedge funds, and a member
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of the "New York Angels" venture finance group. Along the
way, Bob served as Commissioner of the Professional Chess
Association, founded the Wall Street Chess Club, ran
numerous international chess events and produced a
successful "Speedchess" series for ESPN.
World Chess Champion Magnus Carlsen is the inspiration
behind this book because of his ability to play all phases of
the game equally well: opening, middle-game, and endgame.
The aim of this book is to improve the positional level of play
in all three phases of intermediate tournament players.
Chess: 5334 Problems, Combinations and GamesBy Lszl
Polgr
A collection of the 60 best games of Bobby Fischer, analyzed
by himself. The games are reset by John Nunn into modern
algebraic notation, providing an insight into the methods and
thought processes of one of the greatest chess champions.
Chess, the ancient strategy game, meets the latest, cuttingedge philosophy in this unique book. When 12 philosophers
weigh in on one of the world's oldest and most beloved
pastimes, the results are often surprising. Philosophical
concepts as varied as phenomenology and determinism
share the page with a treatise on hip-hop chess tactics and
the question of whether Garry Kasparov is, in fact, a cyborg.
Putting forth a remarkable array of different views on chess
from philosophers with varied chess-proficiency, Philosophy
Looks at Chess is an engaging read for chess adherents and
the philosophically inclined alike.
Provides an inside view of the lives of the Polgar sisters, each
with their own goals and aspirations. This book takes readers
through the incredible development of the three sisters as
they pursued their dreams. It also includes a compilation of
some of the Polgar sisters' most stunning chess games.
Offers techniques used by the Russian masters for
recreational and competitive games.
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Thorough discourse and rigorous analysis, enlivened by wit,
offers a classic exposition of the endgame. Commentary,
statistics, and more than 400 studies have been completely
revised and updated by the author.
An epic work that took more than a decade to complete, A
History of Chess, originally published in 1913, is a historic
undertaking that shattered preconceptions about the game
upon publication. Over a century later, Murray’s research
and conclusions, in which he argues that chess originated in
India, are still widely accepted by most chess historians.
Undertaking such a pioneering task, the scope of which has
never been attempted before or since, Murray taught himself
to read Arabic in order to decipher historical manuscripts on
the game and its beginnings. His study unravels the history of
the game as it evolved from its Asiatic beginnings, through
the role chess played in Europe during the Middle Ages, and
up until the nineteenth century with the arrival of modern
chess as we know it. A History of Chess includes transcribed
diagrams of important games, as well as some of the more
famous historical chess figurines, such as the Lewis
chessmen. No single work on the game of chess has become
close to touching Murray’s in breadth or significance.
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